Run 2258
Hell I’m 75 run
Hares: Dole Bludger and Twin Tubs
This run report is done by Multiple Choice NOT Luftwaffe as he has no computer and now no TV with
the switching off of Analog TV. Luftwaffe is a true dinosaur now.
Our GM disappointed us by not having a song before heading off to put us into the right frame off
mind. We set off from Mansfield Tavern with a reasonable sized runner pack down Wecker Road into
the back streets of Mansfield. It was a very well marked trail with a lot of two ways (unlike last week
where there were a hundred 360s). However, there were no trail masters on the run and none of the
two ways were marked off for the stragglers. So once again Multiple Choice and Luftwaffe had to do
all the trails and collect the stragglers like Pushup, Old Hashman and Lilltle Arse Play. The front
runners were actually gentlemen (i.e. Tinkerbell, Kraft,Lucky Dog and Even Optus) this week and
waited at one of the two ways until Multiple Choice and Luftwaffe arrived with the stragglers. The
pack finally headed up Ham Road onto Broadwater into the park before Bulimba Creek. They then
ran all the way along the path with a lot of arrows and no CBs or FTs which allowed the pack to stay
together. Along the trail we did come upon the GM and his cohorts loitering along the bike track
(probably up to no good). GM asked us if we knew the area and we directed him back to the main
road.
It was a good, short run compared to the previous week.
Everyone made the Circle this week and the Monk (Fut Knuckle) started it off next to the block of units
and promptly got told off and was told the police were on there way.
So the Circle was relocated to under the Tavern and continued with several Hashmen called out for
their misdemeanors. Vasso informed the Circle that Snappy Tom had dementia and wore two
watches to work. One was on Aussie time and the other on Chinese time.
Little Arse Play got Shit Of The Week for organising a boys’ cruise with Snappy Tom but taking a lady
friend instead.

Run Score: 7/10
Beer and Food Score: 9/10
On On by MULTIPLE CHOICE (not the German Dinosaur who told Hand Job that he helped write the
Run Report)

